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Resumen. A new class of boundary value problems is presented. These problems
are described by related equations of different nature and possess such properties as
the appearance of highest derivatives in boundary conditions. Such problems appear to
model common engineering constructions composed of elements of different mechanical
natures like plates, shells, membranes, or three-dimensional elastic bodies.

Two problems are considered in detail, namely a three-dimensional elastic body with
flat elements taken as a plate or a membrane, and a plate-membrane system. The
existence-uniqueness theorems for the corresponding boundary value problems are es-
tablished and an application of a conforming FEM is justified.

1. Introduction. The purpose is to construct and analyze some models of systems of
coupled bodies subjected to external forces. The bodies are supposed to be described by
different mathematical models, mainly using different approximations of the linear theory
of elasticity. We consider in detail a Kirchhoff elastic plate coupled with a membrane or
a plate with a three-dimensional elastic body.

Our approach is based on a general principle of mechanics, the virtual work principle,
whose advantage is a comparatively easy way to derive a full statement of the corre-
sponding boundary value problem together with natural conditions on the boundaries
of bodies including their contact part and to formulate the FEM equations. Nonethe-
less, in addition, we give the standard formulation of the corresponding boundary value
problem. First this makes it easier to see the advantage of our method: In the classical
theory of elliptic problems one is faced with a change of order of ellipticity across inner
borders and the occurrence of derivatives of highest order in the boundary conditions,
difficulties avoided by the virtual work principle. Second, in one of the considered prob-
lems, the boundary conditions are of an unusual nature, being boundary value problems
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themselves, an interesting fact which cannot be seen easily within the framework of the
virtual work principle.

In what follows, the summation convention over repeated indices will be used; Latin
indices range from 1 to 3 whereas Greek indices take values 1 and 2. A subscript a fol-
lowed by a comma means the derivative with respect to the corresponding a-coordinate.

For static problems the virtual work principle is (see, for example, Truesdell [6])

8W = 8 A, (1)
where SW is the work of the internal forces on the virtual displacements <5u (if the internal
energy functional is determined then 8W is its first variation with respect to <5u).

To illustrate, let us consider elasticity in three dimensions. Here

SW = [ o-y(u)<5e,;J(u) dV, (2)
Jv

where V is the volume occupied by the body, o~ij( u) is a component of stress tensor
computed for a displacement vector u, <5£ij(u) is the variation of £ij(u),£jj(u) being a
component of the linear strain tensor

£ij( U) = ±(Uij +ujti),

and thus

6eij(u) = £ij(6 u).

Now 8 A is the work of external forces on the virtual displacements,

8A = J F • <5u;
so in this case the virtual work principle states

J^ crij(u)8£ij(u) dV = J ]= / F • <5u.
IV

Depending on the nature of the problem, external forces may be of volume, surface,
or line nature or combinations thereof.

We take Hooke's law in the form

Oij(u) = Cijki£ki{u),

where the moduli of elasticity Clyki are supposed to have symmetry with respect to any
pair of indices. Additionally, we assume that

Cijki£ij£kl > p£ij£ij, with a constant p > 0. (3)

In addition to smoothness conditions depending on the nature of the problem under
consideration, the body displacement vector u, as well as <5u, satisfy boundary conditions,
part of which are imposed as geometrical constraints. For example, if a piece S of the
boundary dV is kept fixed, we have

u|s = 0 (4)

and correspondingly for <5u

<5u|s = 0.
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The other part of the boundary conditions is assumed to be natural.
As is well known ([6]), Eq. (1) considered for all admissible virtual displacements

determines the equations of the corresponding boundary value problem as well as natural
boundary conditions; vice versa, from a classical statement of the problem it is possible
to obtain Eq. (1) and so, if a classical solution exists, if one adds a geometrical boundary
condition of the type (4), Eq. (1) can be considered as equivalent to the statement of
the problem. This brings us to the idea to use Eq. (1) to define a generalized solution
of this mixed problem directly. Note that Korn's inequality (see [5]) allows us to use the
symmetrical bilinear form 6W with respect to variables u and feasa scalar product on
a subspace of the Sobolev space (H^V))3 of vector functions satisfying the boundary
condition (4); so if we can show that 6A in (1) is a linear continuous functional with
respect to <5u on this subspace—and this is the case for a certain class of forces—then,
using the Riesz representation theorem in Hilbert space, we get immediately a theorem
of existence and uniqueness. Moreover, now we can write the equations of the Finite
Element Method (FEM) for mechanical problems almost automatically.

Our point of view is that direct usage of the virtual work principle gives certain
advantages in the study of complicated mechanical systems compared to the traditional
approach.

• Natural boundary and natural contact conditions are obtained as a consequence
of the principle; they agree with the nature of mechanical models of bodies, are
correct, full and sometimes not self-evidently.

• Equation (1) can be used to formulate the equations of FEM directly instead of
the long traditional way of multiplying the equation by virtual displacements,
integrating and transforming the result of the same Eq. (1).

• Equation (1) gives in a natural way a generalized statement of the problem under
consideration thereby dictating energy spaces for generalized solutions, a compar-
atively easy way to prove the theorems of existence and uniqueness of generalized
solutions, and to justify the FEM.

We recall some basic facts about Sobolev spaces:
Let m,n be nonnegative integers and V a bounded domain in R". Consider the

internal product in Cm(V):

[u,v]= Dau{x.)Dav(x) dx\ ■ ■ ■ dxr
\a\<m

Da being the partial derivative indicated by the multi-index a = (oi,..., a„) and |o| =
ai + ■ • • + an. The inherited norm is defined by

IMI m,v = [u,u}1/2.

The completion of Cm(V) with respect to the norm || \\my is denoted by Hm(V). In
Hm(V) we define the semi-norm

T,y = J Dau(x)Dau(x.) dx1 3Cn'

\a\=m *

For the following results we refer the reader to [1].
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Theorem 1. If V is bounded and dV is regular, then there exists a constant c > 0 such
that

^I \Dau\2ds^j < c\\Dau\\iy, Vw 6 Hm(V), Va: |a| < to — 1.

Theorem 2. If S is a smooth n — 1 manifold in V C R™ then

(/ u2ds + \u\l vJ and ||u||i,v

are equivalent norms in H1(y).
Additionally, if n — 2 (V C R2) and S contains at least three points not lying on a

straight line, then

(/ u2ds + and |M|2,v

are equivalent norms in H"(F).

From the standard Sobolev embedding theorem we have the following:

Theorem 3. Let V C Rn be a bounded domain and let dV be regular.
1. For n = 2 the embedding operators

Hm(V) ->L«(Vr), Hm{V) ̂ L"{dV)

for all to > 1 and all q > 1, are continuous.
2. For n — 3 the embedding operators

H^V) -^L9(V), H^V) -> Lp{dV)

for all q > 6 and all p> 4, are also continuous.

We further state some problems of applied mechanics concerning a system of two
coupled bodies under load. The bodies are described by different mechanical models
and, as a result, the functionals of external virtual work are the sums of two independent
parts

6W = 6W1+6W2, 6A = 6Al+6A2,
where the index i refers to the ith body. The bodies are related through the contact
boundary; they have the same displacements on it, and there are stress relations on the
contact boundary, a consequence of the virtual work principle.

2. Coupling of a plate and a membrane. First we consider a relatively simple
problem for a plate coupled with a membrane; it is taken mainly to demonstrate our
technique.

Choose a Cartesian coordinate system such that the middle surface of the plate, flp.
and the region occupied by the membrane, $7m, are placed on the (x\, a^-plane. The
region occupied by the plate is flp x [— |, |], where h denotes the plate thickness. Assume
that the contact line between the membrane and the plate F is contained in the boundary
d£lv of fir,.
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In the case of a plate the virtual work done by the external forces on virtual (vertical)
displacement Sw is

6A„ I F6wdx\dx2+ / f6uuds,
JQV JdQv

where F and / depend on the volume and surfaces distributed forces acting on the plate.
We use the Kirchhoff model of the plate with the standard assumptions

<733 — 0, £13 = £23 = 0.

Here we consider the bending problem,

/ \ dw ,
Ua(X i,X2,X3) = -X3g^-(Xl,X2,0),

for all (xi,x2) e and all < 23 < thus

£ad (u) X3 Pa/3? S-a/3 X3Spap,

where we use the standard notation for the change of curvature pap = d2w/dxadxp and
Spap = d26w/dxadxf}.

KirchofF's hypothesis, together with (2), shows that the virtual work done by the
internal forces is

6WP= / Map(u)6pai3 dx\dx2 (5)
J op

where

/h -x3crap(u) dx3, for all (xi,x2) G flp.

Now we derive an equivalent expression for SWP in Eq. (5). Note that using 033 = 0
and Hooke's law, £33 can be expressed in terms of £ap\ thus, all the stress components
aap can be expressed in terms of pap. After some calculations we get

6Wp   h j Cap*yQ pa@6 f)ryQdX\dX 2,
J

where Cap7g, depending on the moduli of elasticity, is symmetric with respect to different
pairs of indexes, and, with regard to (3), we have

Ga/37#Pa/3&P^O PPafi^Potfii (^)

p being a positive constant.
On the other hand, for the membrane, the potential energy $ as a functional of the

displacement w is known:

k f (duj "\ ̂  (duu \ ^ C C
$(w) — - I — ) + I t;— ) dxidx2 - / Gwdxxdx2 - / gwds,

2Jnml\dxiJ \dx2J \ Jnm Jdnm
in which G is a force, g is line force, and A: is a constant depending on material and initial
tension inside the membrane. The first integral in the expression of represents the
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internal energy of the membrane and therefore its first variation is

6Wm = k
Jn„

dw d8w dw d6w
+ dx\dx2-

dx\ dx\ 8x2 dx2

The other integrals give the work of external forces on virtual displacements 6w,

8 Am = / G8wdxidxo+ / gSwds.
Jnm JdQm

We assume that the displacements on the junction line are the same for the plate and
the membrane:

Hnm (s) = w\nP(s) for a11 s G T. (7)

Thus the classical solution of the coupled problem belongs to the class

Ci = C(nm u Op) n {C\WP) u c2(fQ).
For w, 6w € C\ we define

L(8w) = 6Ap + 8Am,

(w,8w)mp = (w, Sw)m + (w,6w)p

where (w,6w)m = 6Wm and (w,8w)p = 8WP.
Now we are coming to a decisive point: to the question of boundary conditions. Part

of them are geometrical and part are of a mechanical nature. For definiteness we suppose
that a connected piece S C (dflp U dflm U T) is kept fixed; therefore, the geometrical
constraint for w is

w = 0 on S. (8)

Moreover, without loss of generality, we assume that Si = S fl dflp contains at least
three points that do not lie on the same straight line.

We know that the Kirchhoff plate model requires a second condition, say on Si; it is
possible to require

dw/dn = 0 (9)

or to assign a moment.
As to the membrane, a condition of type 8 or 9 is needed. But what to do with a

line of plate-shell contact? Each of the models requires a different number of boundary
conditions and it is not at all clear how to choose them in a compatible way. One of
them is evident: the displacements must be continuous and this was reflected above in the
definition of C\. Others are not so evident; for example, it is clear from the mechanical
nature of the problem that we cannot require continuity of the derivatives. Our approach
produces those conditions in a natural way.

One can show that ( , )mp is a bilinear form in Ci satisfying (w,6w)mp = (6w,w)mp
and (w,w)mp > 0 for all w,8w € Ci- Moreover, if S contains three points of dflp
not belonging to a straight line then (w,w)mp = 0 if and only if w = 0. This means
that ( , )mp is a scalar product in the linear space of functions w G C\ satisfying the
geometrical constraint (8).
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Definition 4. The completion with respect to the norm ||io||mp := ((w,w)mp):/2 of
the subset of functions C\ satisfying the geometrical constraint (8) is denoted by Tt.

Lemma 5. The norms

(IMI2.fi,, + lklli,nm)1/2 and HImp ■= ((w,w)mp)1/2
are equivalent in Tt.

Proof. The inequality H||mp < const(||tt;||| + Hlliis trivial.
Now note that the restriction of w E Tt to Qp is an element of the space H2(f2p); so

by virtue of Theorem 2,

IMIi.fip ̂  const(w,w)p.

By the same theorem, we have

IMIi,0m < const w,w)m + J \u>\2 ds^ .

Taking into account the continuity condition (7), by Theorem 3, we get

Lw\ ds < const(w,w)r

Therefore, we have

Ihll2,n„ + Hlli,n« < const((w, w)p + (w, w)m),
which completes the proof.

The displacement problem for the plate-membrane system can be stated as a varia-
tional problem.

Definition 6. w E Tt is called a generalized solution of the plate-membrane boundary
value problem with geometrical constraints (8) if it is a solution of the variational problem

(w,Sw)mp — L(6w), for all 6w E Tt. (10)

We need to put some restrictions on external forces. Let us assume that for some
q > 1

GE L9(f2m), gE L9(cK7m), Fe L1^), /sL1^). (11)

In Definition (6) we said nothing about other boundary conditions. Since our approach
is variational this means we imposed some conditions, which are called natural, implicitly.

Theorem 7. Under condition (11) the variational problem (10) has a unique solution
w E Tt.

Proof. Consider the linear form L,

\L(Sw)\ = / GSw dx\dx2 + / g6wds+ / d6wds
JQm J d£lm J Qm

+ / FSwdx^dx 2+ / fSwds
JJdn„
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Applying the Holder integral inequality, we get

\L(6w)\ < ( f \G\qdxidx2\ f f \6w\pdxidx2\
\Jnm J \Jnm J

+ ([ | g\«ds)1/9(f |MP^)1/P
\Jdnm / \Jdnm /

+ \F\dxidx2^J max|(5wj

+ (/ I/Ms ) max|H> l/q + l/p = 1,
\Jdnp ) mp

and using the embedding Theorem 3 we see

\L(6w)\ < const(||^||^np + ||<Hli,fiJ1/2>
and thus, by Lemma 5, we obtain

|L(6m;)| < const(||<5u>||miP).

By the Riesz representation theorem, we therefore have

L(6w) = (w0,6w)mP,

where wo E 7i is the unique solution of the problem. □
Now we state the classical formulation of the variational problem (10). To this end,

regularity of 6w and w is assumed. Prom the equation (w,6w)mp = L(Sw), we obtain
for all Sw,

/ Map6w )apdx\dx2 + k wtCl6wtadxidx 2
J Qp J flm

— / F8wdx\dx2— / fdwds— / GSwdx^dx 2— / g6wds = 0.
JQp J drip J Qm J dQm

— / {kAw + G)6wdx\dx2 + / (fcVw • n — g)6wds
JQm JdQm

+ / {Ma(3,a{3 - F)6wdx1dx2 + / (Map6w,anp - Maf}^6wna - f6w)ds = 0,
JClp J dVtp

where n = (ni,ri2) are the components of the unitary normal vector to dflp. Putting
Qa — Maptp and again integrating by parts, we get

/ (Map8w^anp — Map^6wna)ds = / (V<5'
J dClv J dSlp

J
w ■ M • n — 6wQ ■ n)ds

„ r dSw ( dMnr n
~dn ~ V n ds ' '

where Mnn — M • n n, Mnr = M • n • r, and M n = Mapnaep, {ei,e2} being the
canonical basis of R2 and r the unit tangent vector to dflp. Using standard techniques
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of variational analysis we get the following classical formulation of the couples problem
under consideration:

Ma/3,af3 - F — 0 in Clp, (12)
kAw + G = 0 in Qm, (13)

Mnn = 0 on <9QP, (14)

Q n + d~^"r + / — 0 on <9f2p/(ru S), (15)

fcVw • n — g — 0 on dVtm/(r U S) (16)

Q • n + ^ nr + / = fcVw ■ n — g onT/S. (17)

Equations (12) through (16) correspond to the classical theory of plates and membranes,
whereas Eq. (17) describes the coupling of plate and membrane.

To complete the statement of the problem we need to add the geometrical condition
w = 0 on S.

As expected, on the contact line T we have obtained an additional condition which is
also natural; it means that the transversal force is continuous (the term kVw • n in the
membrane theory has the mechanical meaning of transversal force too). We emphasize
that on r there are two additional conditions, the continuity condition

Hanpnr = Hsnmnr,

-^nn|aopnr — 0,

whose mechanical meaning is clear: the membrane cannot produce a moment.
Note that the boundary value problem considered is elliptic on both domains fim and

Clp with different order of ellipticity on the two domains.

3. Coupling of a plate and an elastic body. In this section we consider a plate
and an elastic body under load which are patched together. This problem is more realistic
than the one considered in the previous section; it occurs in different areas of applied
mechanics. We assume that the normal of the plate remains normal to its mid-surface
after loading and use the same Kirchhoff model as in Sec. 2. From the physical point of
view it is clear that there are tangential deformations of the plate; thus, the displacement
field u = (m,U2,w) in the plate is given by

w (x1,x2 -77)= w(zi.£2,0),

duo
ua{xl,x2,x3) = ua(x 1,12,0) - x3 — (x1,x2,0).

As in Sec. 2 we choose a Cartesian system in such a way that the middle surface of
the plate flp lies on the plane X3 = 0. Let V be the region occupied by the body. By
flpb we denote the lower panel of the plate (2:3 = — |) and suppose that Qpb C dV.
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For the plate, the virtual work done by the external forces on the virtual displacement
6u is given by

6Ap= / F • i5udx\dx2 + / F ■ Suds
JdQp' dQ,p

where F = (Fi,F2,F) and F = are obtained from the set of external forces
(acting on the three-dimensional volume of the plate) using traditional tools of Kirchhoff
plate theory. For the virtual work done by the internal forces we have

SWP = / (Na/3(u)£a/3(6u) + Ma0(u)6pa0) dxxdx2,
Jqp

where Mag(u) is defined as in Sec. 2 and

j-h/2
Naf}{u) = / (jag{u)dx3-

J-h/2

it is seen that dWp, as compared to 8WP of Sec. 2, has an additional term that counts
for the tangential deformation of the plate.

Now let us model the second element of the couples problem the 3-dimensional elastic
body. For definiteness, we again assume a piece of the body boundary S to be kept fixed,

u = 0 on S, (18)

and forces given on the other part. For the body, the virtual work done by the external
forces on a virtual displacement 6u is given by

SAb = [ G-6u+ I g ■ <5u ds,
Jv JdV

where G and g are the vectors of volume and surfaces forces respectively.
The virtual work SWt, done by the internal forces is

6Wb = / crij(u)6£ij{u)dx.
Jv

Let us denote (u,<5u)b = 8Wb and (u,8u)p = SWp.
For external forces we assume that

F1,F2e L«(fip), FeL1^), /J2 6LW, 9 > 1)

G1,G2,GG L6/5(y), gi,g2,geL4/\dV). (19)

To be consistent with the notation of Sec. 2 we shall write

{(ui, u2,w) when (xi,x2) G fip,

(iti,u2,it3) when (xi,x2,x3) € V.

Now we need to state some conditions on the contact surface. One of them is evident;
this is the continuity of the displacement vector u = (u\,u2,w) on the contact region,
namely, by the Kirchhoff hypothesis,

w (xi,x2,-|) = w(xi, £2,0), (20)
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uQ(xi,x2,-^j =ua(x1,x2,0) + ^^-{x1,x2,0), for all (xi,x2) € £lp, (21)

where U\ (xi, x2, — j), u2(xi, x2, — ̂ ), and w(xi,x2,—^) stand for the displacements of
the body at the contact region with the plate, and the other terms refer to the plate.

We cannot require more smoothness of the displacement field on f2p&; this would
contradict the model of deformation. So we expect that our approach, using the Virtual
Work Principle, will produce natural contact conditions.

A classical solution of the coupled problem has to belong to the class C2 of vector
functions u 6 C2(V) U C4(fip) satisfying the conditions (18), (20), and (21).

As in Sec. 2, on C2 we define

.A(6u) = 8AP + SAb

and

(u, 6u)pb = (u, 6u)P + (u, Su)b.

It easily follows that (u, 6u)pb — (6u,u)pb and (u, u)pj, > 0 for all u G C2. Moreover, if
S C dV is a nondegenerate surface and u vanishes on S, then (u, u)p(, = 0 if and only if
u = 0; this means that ( , )pb is a scalar product in the linear space C2. We denote by
S the completion of this linear space with respect to the norm ||u||p{, := ((u, u)^)1/2.

Lemma 8. In the space H1(f2p) x H1(J1P) x H2(f2p) the norms

(IMi,np + IMIi.n,, + Ikll2,np)1/2
and

2 / , Q \ 2 \ \ */2h dw\ ( h dw . 2i77 / \
Ul+2d^J +r2+2^' | dx\dx2 H~ (u,u)p

are equivalent.

Proof. We begin with the plane variant of Korn's inequality; in our notation it takes
the form

+ llu2||?,np < / {ul + ul)dx1dx2+ Na0(u)£a0(u)dx1dx2.
J Op J

Using the elementary inequality a2 < 2(a + 6)2 + 662 we have

2 / 7 o \ 2IJ n,
/ 2 2\j 7 ^ r, f I f h dw\ ( hdw\\(«! + u2)dx1dx2 <2 J I I ■Ml + J + I u2 + - — J I dxidx2

JJ fL

h dw \ 2 ( h dw x 2N
+ 6/ <<2&rJ +u^' )ixidx2'

In H2(f2p) we have

J"2IM|2,np < const I / \w\2ds + (w,w)f
\ JQt)
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where w, wp were already defined in Section 2, and thus

/Jnr

h dw\2 ( h du>^ 2
2^7/ + \2 ~d%2 ' I dxidx2 - c°nst I \w\ ds + (w,w)p.

The combination of the last inequalities yields

(KIlU + ll^llU + HllnJ172

< CO„St +(u2+~) + ^dx,dx2 + (u,u)^ ,

(22)
which is the first part of the statement of the theorem. The inverse inequality is trivial
and so the proof is completed. □

Lemma 9. In £ the norms ||u||P6 and

(IKIIi,op + IKIIi,np + IMl2,np + IKIIi.v + IKIIi.v + IMIi.v)1^2
are equivalent.

Proof. We denote

a2(u) = ||m ||fitlp + IMftn, + |MI2,np + IKIIi.v + IKIIi.v + IHIi.v-
The inequality ||u||mp < const a(u) is trivial. To prove the inverse inequality we first
note that, due to the boundary condition (18), Korn's inequality, see [5], reads

||«iHi,v + IKIIi.v + IMIi.v < const(u,u)6; (23)
thus the restriction of u € £ to V is an element of the space (H1^))3 and thus, by
Theorem 3,

/JQ
{u\ + u2 + w2)dx\dx2 < const(u, u)t.

pb

Using the continuity conditions (20) and (21) we have therefore

/J n,
h dw \2 / h dw \ z o\ , i

+ +("2 + 2aij +w )dx'dx>
(24)

= / (u\ + v% + w2)dx\dx2 < const{u, u)t.
J Qpb

Adding the inequalities (22) and (23) we obtain

a2(u)< const + (U2 + ^JxQ + w^j dx^dx2 + (u' U)P6^ •

Usage of inequality (24) then completes the proof. □
Definition 10. u 6 £ is called a generalized solution of the plate-body boundary

value problem with geometrical constraints (18) if

(u, Su)pf, = A((5u), for all iSu £ £. (25)
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Note that due to the conditions in (19) the term A(£u) in this definition is well
determined. Indeed, using standard integral inequalities we have

5/6 / r \ 1/6
3|A(«u)| < S(X \Gij\6/5dxidx2dx3 ) a \6uj\6dxidx2dx,

+ E (Jgv l5il4/3^) ' [jgy \Su}\4dS^
J =

+ T.( f \Fj\qdx\dx2 V (7 \6uj\pdxidx2\5"l f \FAgdxidx2 | ( [ \6uApdxi
j=1 VQp J VQp

+E(7 \fj\qds) ([
j=1 J \Jdnp J

+ / \F\dx\dx2 I max |6it;|KJnp J np

+ ([ \f\ds ) max|H» 1 /Q+1/P=h
\Jdnp J

and thus using the embedding Theorem 3 we obtain

A(<5u) < const ||5u||pb. (26)

Now we can formulate

Theorem 11. Under the conditions (19), the three-dimensional body-plate boundary
value problem has a unique generalized solution in the sense of Definition 10.

Proof. The inequality (26) means that the functional A(u) is continuous in E, and we
can apply the Riesz representation theorem to it:

A(<5u) = (u0,6u)P6,

where u0 € £ is uniquely defined. Then Eq. (25) takes the equivalent form

(u, <5u)p{, = (u0,6u)pb for all <5u G S.

It is evident that the last equation has the unique solution u = uo-
In order to obtain the classical formulation of the three-dimensional body-plate bound-

ary value problem we suppose that u, 6u £ C2- We rewrite Eq. (25) in the following way:

(u, Su)p + (u, Su)b - A(6u) = 0. (27)
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Using integration by parts we have

(u,(5u)b = — f — —^-Suidx\dx2dx3 + [ an(\i)6uinj dS,
Jv dx.j Jdv

(u, <5u) p — — Nafj^8uadxidx2 + / Napnp&uads
Jqp JdQp

+ / Maptap8wdx\dx2 + / I (M • n • n
Jq p Jd£lv \

d6w
dn

(28)

Q n + ) Sw ) ds,

n = {ni, n2,n3) being the unit outward normal vector to dV. We recall that on dflp we
have formally n = (711,712,0). Then

/ aij(u)6uirij dS — / aij(u)6uirij dS + / al;i(u)6uidxidx2. (29)
JdV JdVf{SUOpb) J Qpb

Let us introduce the vector of displacements of the contact surface upb expressed in
the terms of plate displacements,

/ hdw(xi,x2) , , , hdw(x1,x2) , A
Upt(xi,x2) = I tti(®i,a;2) +   — ,u2(xi,x2) +   7^ ,w;(xi,x2) I .

Due to the continuity conditions (20) and (21), we formally obtain

/ ai3(u)6uidxidx2 = / ai3(npb)8uldxidx2
** Qpb "

and thus, after integrating by parts, we get

/ £7;3(u)(5u;d2:icir2 = / (Ta3(\lpb)8uadxidx2 + / C.33(Up5)(5u' da: 1 dx

_ ft r daa3(uPb)gwrfXldX2 ^ f cra3(upb)na6wds.
z Jnp oxa 2 Jqp

A combination of Eqs. (30), (29), (28), and (27) yields

- [ (^ + Gi) 6ujdx\dx2dxz + [ (alJ(u)rij - gi)6uidS
Jv \ °Xj J JdV/(SUfipfc)

- (Na/3,0 + Fa - aa3(upb)Sua dxidx2
Jfip

+ f (Ma0ta0 - F - ^°""3(uPb) +o-33(uph)N\ Swdx1dx2
JQp \ ^ /

+ f (Na0np - fa)6ua ds - j (Q-n+^j~-^aa3(upb)na+ A 6wds,
J 9Qp J dflp \ /

f dSw+ / (M-n-n) ——ds — 0.
Jon. dn

2

(30)
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Applying standard tools of variational calculus we obtain

+ Gi = 0 in V, (31)d(Tij( u)
dxj

<Jij(u)rij — gi = 0 on dV/(S U fipf,), (32)

Map,ap + CT33(uPi>) ~ F - ^ daa^(Upb) = 0 in (33)

^aP,a(3 ~t~ Fa ^"a3(^pb) 0 i^ ^pi (34)

M • n ■ n = 0 on (35)

Q ■ n + d^T - 7,era3(upb)na + / = 0 on <9fip, (36)

Na/3«,3 - fa = 0 On <9ftp. (37)

Adding the geometrical constraints (18), (20), and (21) we complete the classical
statement of the problem under consideration.

For other sets of geometrical constraints, the classical statement can be obtained in a
similar way.

Let us discuss the obtained relations. Equation (31) describing the state inside the
body coincides with the equations of the theory of elasticity. All the other equations
could be written in terms of boundary displacements of the body, and so they should be
considered as the boundary conditions for the body. Nevertheless, (33), (34) describe the
state of the plate and, neglecting the terms with <ra3, coincide with the corresponding set
of Kirchhoff equations as well as Eqs. (35)-(37) for the natural boundary condition; so
the relations (33)-(37) look like a plane boundary value problem itself. Occurrence of the
terms with aa^ does not allow consideration of this problem as independent, and so we
have obtained a coupled problem of a new type with elliptic systems of equations given
in domains of different dimensions, related to conditions of geometrical and mechanical
nature.

4. Some concluding remarks. In the same way as above we could consider the
problem of patching a plate and a three-dimensional body neglecting bending of the
plate. Moreover, in a similar way, it is possible to state and investigate many different
problems that fall into the same class of problems describing industrial constructions
composed of elements with different mathematical models. We cite some of them:

• three-dimensional body-shell patched together;
• junction of two plates connected by a bar (using the classical model of a bar);
• two axisymmetrical shells connected by a ring (using the classical mathematical

model of a ring).
The scheme for investigating them is the same and differs only in technical details.
We note that in another approach to a connected element, the second problem was

considered by Bernardou [2].
For the same constructions we can consider eigenvalue problems using the same ap-

proach and, even dynamic problems transforming the approach correspondingly (see, for
example, [4]).
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At last we note that the general form of the equation,

(u, <5u) — L(6 u),

to describe the equilibrium of the systems under consideration falls into the class con-
sidered in [3] and so we can state that the application of finite-element methods in this
class of problems is justified if the set of finite elements meets the approximation con-
dition, namely every element of the corresponding energy space can be approximated in
the energy norm by a finite-element solution with any degree of accuracy Note that the
sets of finite elements for each of the coupled bodies can be chosen according to their
mathematical models and should be related in a certain way For details we refer the
reader to [3].
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